New empirical traveltime curves for the major seismic phases have been derived from the catalogues of the International Seismological Centre by relocating events by using P readings, depth phases and the iasp91 traveltimes, and then re-associating phase picks. A smoothed set of traveltime tables is extracted by a robust procedure which gives estimates of the variance of the traveltimes for each phase branch. This set of smoothed empirical times is then used to construct a range of radial velocity profiles, which are assessed against a number of different measures of the level of fit between the empirical times and the predictions of the models. These measures are constructed from weighted sums of L2 misfits for individual phases. The weights are chosen to provide a measure of the probable reliability of the picks for the different phases.
INTRODUCTION
The radial structure of the Earth has been a focus of seismological interest for many years, and a wide variety of different techniques have been employed to exploit waves travelling through the mantle and those seismic phases that penetrate the core.
At the core-mantle boundary, there is a large increase in density between the mantle and the core, but a sharp drop in P-wave velocity in the core. As a consequence, P-wave energy entering the core is refracted sharply towards the vertical. The combined effects of spherical concentration and the increase in seismic velocity with depth eventually turn P rays back towards the surface, but a zone of nearly 108 1000 km extent at the top of the outer core is not sampled by a turning ray. The lower P velocities in the core give rise to a strong caustic in PKP near 144" epicentral distance, and the presence of the inner core adds further complexity to the propagation pattern of PKP and the core multiples such as PKKP.
By contrast, the P-wave velocity in the core is slightly higher than the S-wave velocity in the mantle, so that 9 faster path exists in the core, and SKS, SKKS and higher order core multiples sample the whole of the core. Thus, if we are to constrain the compressional-wave velocities in the core using body-wave arrivals, we have to have high confidence in both the P and S velocity distributions in the mantle. The problems are compounded by the traveltime cross-over between S and SKS near 80", which makes it difficult to obtain direct information on the S velocity distribution in the lower part of the mantle.
A n alternative approach is to construct radial velocity profiles for the whole Earth by matching the observed eigenfrequencies of normal modes. However, since the frequencies of the available modes lie below 0.0125 Hz, the available resolution in depth is limited. Dziewonski, Hales & Lapwood (1975) with the pern model attempted to improve resolution by incorporating traveltime information, and this procedure was extended by Dziewonski & Anderson (1981) with the prem model. More recently, Widmer (1991) has exploited the improved accuracy of modal eigenfrequency determination to derive the model corell purely from the normal-mode data; corell has only minor deviations from prem in the core.
The extensive catalogue of events and arrival times collected by the International Seismological Centre (ISC) has recently been exploited to generate models based on traveltime information. Kennett & Engdahl (1991) developed the iaspYl model, for which the mantle velocity distributions were designed to match the observed times of P and S, whilst the core structure was taken from pem with modified radii for the inner and outer cores. Subsequently, Morelli & Dziewonski (1993) attempted to obtain a closer representation of the global average structure with the model sp6. The inversion procedure of Morelli & Dziewonski includes P K P and SKS observations in order to provide an improved core structure.
The advent of high-quality digital data has led to the study of differential times between the branches of P K P measured from the same digital seismograms (Creager 1992; Song & Helmberger 1994; McSweeney, Creager & Merrill 1995) . Neither iasp91 nor sp6 is entirely compatible with the differential time constraints. The work of Song & Helmberger (1994) and Kaneshima ef af. (1994) suggests that the most likely cause is the form of the structure in the immediate neighbourhood of the inner core boundary.
The present paper makes use of new empirical traveltime curves for all the major seismic phases, which have been derived from the ISC catalogues by relocating events by using P readings, depth phases, and the iaspY1 traveltimes. This set of smoothed empirical times is then used to construct a range of radial velocity profiles based on different measures of the level of fit between the empirical times and the predictions of the models. These misfit measures have been constructed by using a weighted sum of L, misfits for individual phases. The weights are chosen to provide a measure of the likely reliability of the picks for the different phases. By combining information from different phase branch selections, attention can be focused on selected aspects of the velocity structure.
A sequence of velocity models was constructed to remove the S baseline problems of iaspY1, and, to a lesser extent of sp6, and then to provide improved fits to the core phases. A preferred model, ak13.5, is proposed which gives a good fit to a broad range of phases and a satisfactory performance for the P K P differential time data.
In order to assess the potential resolution of velocity structure, we have carried out a non-linear search procedure in which 5000 models have been generated in bounds about akIS5. Misfit calculations are performed for each of the phases in the empirical traveltime sets. The models are then sorted using different overall measures of misfit, and the best 100 models for each criterion are displayed in a model density plot. These results display the interaction of information from different phases and indicate that ak135 provides a good representation of core velocities.
E M P I R I C A L TRAVELTIMES
The ISC catalogue provides an unparalleled collection of seismic event information and arrival times for a very wide range of phases. The locations provided by the ISC are determined using the Jeffreys & Bullen (1940) traveltime tables. It has been recognized for many years that there was a baseline problem with the Jeffreys & Bullen (JB) tables, because events with independently determined locations show origin-time errors of the order of 2 s. A major effort to improve P-wave traveltime tables was made in 1968 (Herrin 1968) . but the absence of S times limited the usefulness of this set of tables. An initiative by the International Association of Seismology and Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI) to improve earthquake locations led to the construction of the iaspYl model (Kennett & Engdahl 1991 ) and the sp6 model (Morelli & Dziewonski 1993) . From these models, traveltimes can be calculated for the full range of seismic phases; the main phases have been tabulated (Kennett 1991) and the same material is available in computational form.
The P-wave times for iaspY1 and sp6 are in very close agreement out to 80°, and both models indicate an average offset of 1.7s from the J B tables, which is likely to be manifest in the ISC event parameters. In order to improve the estimates of the traveltimes for later phases, the entire set of events in the ISC catalogues from 1964 to 1991 has been relocated using the arrival times for mantle P waves and associated depth phases, with the iaspY1 traveltimes. After the relocation, 6000 events with a good geographical and depth distribution over the globe were selected (see Fig.  1 ). For each event, the reported arrival times are re-associated with the new event parameters (in both space and time) and corrected to surface focus to give a total of approximately 1 679 000 raw traveltimes for the major seismic phases. Although only a relatively small subset of events have been used, this set of arrivals includes about 14 per cent of all the readings in the ISC catalogue.
For each of the seismic phases, the raw traveltimes as a function of epicentral distance are smoothed using a robust procedure which also yields estimates of the variance in the times reported to ISC. Where possible, a smooth interpolation is made over data gaps arising from the limitations of the association process in the presence of crossing arrivals. This procedure works well where there is a large separation in the slowness between the two crossing phases, as for example ScP and S near 39". The measures of the standard deviation reflect only the scatter about the smooth times and d o not include any assessment of the influence of other factors such as the coda of a preceding arrival on the quality of a time pick. Table 1 shows the epicentral distance ranges for which the empirical traveltimes have been determined. For a number of phases, the available distance intervals are smaller than might be expected from theoretical considerations, but have been chosen to ensure a satisfactory separation between different types of arrivals in the process of phase association. Where the slownesses of two crossing phases are rather similar, for example S, SKS from 80" on, there is a rather In our subsequent comparisons of the empirical traveltimes with the predictions of radial velocity models, we have excluded two groups of arrivals for which the influence of lateral heterogeneity is likely to make the definition of an 'average' somewhat problematical. We do not include the crustal and upper-mantle P and S arrivals out to 25", for which considerable regional variation is well established. Most stations are in continental areas, so that, as in iusp91, we adopt a continental style of structure for the crust and uppermost mantle. We also exclude the diffracted waves around the core (PdiK. Sdlff) which are not adequately modelled with a simple ray representation, and which also pass through significant lateral heterogeneity. The progressive loss in high frequencies for these diffracted waves as the epicentral distance increases has the effect of changing the waveform with a consequent change in picking characteristics.
Comparison of empirical times and the imp92 model
The imp91 model (Kennett & Engdahl 1991) was developed to provide a representation of the times of arrival of the major seismic phases, particularly for use in earthquake location. As we have noted above, the P times and depth phases for this model have been used in the relocation procedure which generated the empirical traveltimes from the ISC data set. Now that we have the smoothed empirical times available for a large number of seismic phases, we can assess the performance of the iasp91 model. Fig. 2 shows a composite display of the traveltime residuals between the predictions of the imp91 model and the empirical times for 18 seismic phases. For each phase, the residuals are plotted at 1" P'p' intervals with a 2 s outline box extending f 1 s from the empirical times. If the theoretical times are faster, the residuals will be negative. Since some of the residuals exceed 1 s we have used black and two tones of grey to improve the visual separation of the traces.
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A composite residual plot such as Fig. 2 contains a great deal of information about the characteristics of the model, but the residuals alone do not provide the whole picture. We need to know the likely error in the smoothed times and the reliability of the construction procedure. In Fig. 3 , we therefore display the standard deviation for each of the phases (Fig. 3a) in a similar style of composite display to Fig. 2 , and also the logarithmic 'hit-count' associated with each degree interval for each of the phases (Fig. 3b ). For P, the hit count exceeds 10 000 traveltimes in a 1" bin for much of the interval from 25" to 90", whereas relatively low numbers of readings were available for SKP, PKPPKP( P ' P ' ) .
The general fit of the imp91 times to the empirical times is quite good, with most of the more prominent phases fitted to within the estimates of the standard deviation. Although we have earlier discounted the crustal and upper mantle arrivals for P for use in quantitative misfit measures, we note that imp91 gives an effective representation out to 25".
From 25" to 99" the residuals for P are small, which indicates the self-consistency of the relocation procedure, but the residuals rapidly increase for the diffracted arrivals.
For S, the entire imp91 traveltime curve is displaced from the empirical times, indicating a baseline shift of about 1.2 s, arising from an inadequate tie between the P and S times for iasp91. Kennett & Engdahl (1991) noted that, while the shorter-distance times used to constrain the upper mantle were close to an average of different classes of structure for P , there was a bias towards tectonic structure for S. This bias translates into a baseline offset for the teleseismic arrivals. The general trend of the S residuals from 25" to 80" is slightly tilted towards faster times for deeper levels of penetration.
There is also a noticeable discrepancy for PKIKP (PKPdf) for which the predicted time is nearly 1 s early around 145". The PKP,, and the PKP,, branches are better represented, although the slope of the calculated PKP,, arrivals is discordant with the smoothed empirical times. The other major core phase SKS is nearly 1 s early for imp91 near 1 lo" despite the delayed baseline for S. The misfits for the reflected phases PcP and ScP are also larger than is desirable. For phases such as SKP and SP the available data coverage is not large and this results in undulations in the smoothed residual times which translate into undulations in the residual patterns.
The imp91 model and associated software provided the first computationally convenient system for multiphase traveltimes for the whole globe and have been employed in a wide variety of studies. However, the modified pem core used in the imp91 model is not adequate to explain all the properties of the core phases.
D E V E L O P M E N T OF A R A D I A L VELOCITY MODEL
A convenient representation of the characteristics of a radial velocity model is to combine the traveltime residuals for the model with the information on the variance of the smoothed empirical times. This can be achieved by plotting the residual for each 1" cell normalized by the standard deviation estimate for that cell.
In Fig. 4 (a) we display the residuals for imp91 in this normalized form. We once again use a composite plot so that the full range of phases can be displayed together; the width of the panel for each phase is now &la about the empirical times. For a comparison, in Fig. 4(b) we show the equivalent normalized residuals for the sp6 model of Morelli & Dziewonski (1993) . In contrast to iusp91, which had an imposed core structure, sp6 was derived by a linearized inversion process that included the PKP and SKS phases, and these phases are generally well represented. There are some deviations for the PKC,,, branch, and Morelli & Dziewonski note that these ub branch residuals are difficult to remove with the parametrization employed (a cubic polynomial in radius in the outer core). The aim of Morelli & Dziewonski (1993) was to produce a close approach to a 'global average' model and they incorporated corrections for 3-D structure, which seem to be the origin of the significant deviations from the smoothed residual times for P waves beyond 80". S shows a slight baseline offset but this is smaller than for iuspY1. Although sp6 provides a good representation of the main core phases, the fit to the less prominent phases is comparable to that of inspYl In addition to the estimates of the seismic traveltimes, an important constraint on core structure (especially near the inner core boundary) is provided by the differential times between the various branches of P K P . With current high-quality digital records, such measurements can be made with high accuracy and are independent of the origin time of the source. We have made use of compilations of such differential times by Song & Helrnberger (1995 ), Creager (1992 and McSweeney ef a/. (1995) . The differential time residuals for the P K P phases in the imp91 and sp6 models 
Measures of traveltime fit
The properties of the iasp91 and sp6 models provide a good deal of information to guide the construction of improved velocity models with particular emphasis on core structure. However, when we are working with such a wide range of seismic phases, we face an interesting problem as to the appropriate choice of criterion to provide a quantitative measure of the characteristics of the model. Rather than construct a single fit criterion, we found it advantageous to work with a number of mcasures of fit in which different aspects of the traveltimes are emphasized.
For each phase branch we construct an L, measure of lit between the smoothed empirical times and the predictions for a particular model. For example, for the P phase we construct (3.1.1) where N p is the total number of 1" samples for the P phase. Then, we use linear combinations of these individual phase measures to produce composite measures of lit encompassing a number of phases. A rather simple measure of overall performance is provided by the sum of the $,,,ilnc,, contributions for the 18 phase branches. The standard deviation estimates q are derived from the construction of the smoothed traveltime tables and d o not include any assessment of systematic errors for later arrivals.
We have found it most effective to make use of weighted sums of the $k,,z,nch measures in which we try to give some measure of the significance of the contributions from different types of phases. The somewhat subjective set of weights whranch (Table 1) are based on an assessment of the likely quality of phase picks. taking into account the expected amplitude of the arrivals and the coda of the preceding phases.
Two useful measures of traveltime fit are directed towards the major phases involving f and S propagation:
where the summation is taken over all the P K P branches.
We can concentrate on the core by combining those phases 
-
We can combine all the main phases in a single measure: not as effective for adjusting models when multiple criteria are being used. The imp91 and sp6 models below 660 km depth were therefore recast in terms of a sequence of linear gradients in radius with nodes approximately every 50 km, and this representation was used for all the other models. The first state in constructing a suitable model was to exploit the good P behaviour of imp91 and remove the S baseline shift by a slight adjustment in upper mantle structure. To improve the PKP residuals, the sp6 core structure was used to create a new composite model iaspY3a. The S and PKP (3.1.7)
This collection of misfit measures provides a useful residuals are reduced as expected, but the misfit for SKS is assessment for any model. In addition, the relative size of noticeably increased (see Table 2 ). Also, the differential the misfit measures for the different PKP branches time behaviour corresponds directly to sp6. frequently provides a guide to the differential time A further step was to attempt to reconcile the P and S refracted phases from the mantle with the reflections from the core-mantle boundary PcP, ScS and ScP. This could be achieved by a slight modification in the P and S velocity distribution in the lower mantle together with a 0.5 km reduction in core radius from the sp6 value to 3479.5 km. In order to reduce the PcP misfits, it was necessary to decrease the P velocity in the lowermost mantle below the iasp91 value but not by as much as in sp6.
Once the fits to mantle phases were satisfactory, we could start modifying the core structure to give a good fit to the core phases. The primary guide to the core velocity distribution was sp6, but it proved necessary to modify the structure in the outer part of the core to meet the constraints imposed by SKS and SKKS. The changes to mantle S to improve the baseline fit tend to decrease the transit time for the S legs of the SKS path. In compensation, it proved necessary to decrease the P velocity in the outer part of the core from the values for sp6. With such a model, a good fit could be achieved to the PKP branches, but the match to the differential times was not really satisfactory.
Recently, both Song & Helmberger (1994) and Kaneshima et af. (1994) have suggested that the waveforms of PKP branches are best represented by models in which the velocity gradient is relatively low on either side of the boundary between the inner core and the outer core (ICB). There are some differences in the models proposed by Song In the context of radial, isotropic velocity models, the effect of anisotropy can be simulated via a change in the velocity contrast at the ICB. The smoothed empirical times will include a fair amount of geographical averaging, and we have found that we can obtain a good fit to all the PKP branches with a structure similar to that proposed by Song & Helmberger (1994) . Such a model also has a satisfactory pattern of differential times.
A large number of models were tested during this construction process in order to assess the trade-offs between different aspects of the velocity structure. For each model, a full calculation of the traveltime residuals was carried out for all phases, and for promising models differential-time residual plots were also prepared. The model ak13.5 which is the product of this procedure provides a good fit to a wide range of phases, as can be seen from the normalized residual plot in Fig. 6(a) and the compilation of misfit measures in Table 2 . The P residuals are small throughout. The baseline and trend of S is well presented. Compared with iasp91 and sp6, the fits to the reflected phases ScS and S c f are improved. Pcf is nearly as .. . well matched as for sp6, with a better match for P. The fit to the phases that have undergone surface reflections ( P P , SS, S P ) is not as good as for the P and S phases. Such surfacereflected phases tend to be of lower frequency than the direct phases and also their waveforms will be phase-shifted by 90" from the original source pulse. As a result, we can expect that the picks could be late, which is consistent with the patterns of negative residuals. The main core phases are fitted well with ak135. With the exception of part of P'P' and a small distance range for S K P , all the other residuals for the core phases are less than the estimated standard deviations CT from the empirical traveltime set. The waveforms for the S K K S and PKKP phases should both experience a 90" phase shift associated with the internal reflection at the underside of the core-mantle boundary. Since there is no way of knowing the procedures used by the very large number of stations that report to the ISC, we have been forced to match the empirical traveltimes. Differences in structure in the outermost core between ak135 and the models discussed by Garnero, Helmberger & Grand (1993) based on S3KS-SKKS and S4KS-S3KS differential traveltimes measured by waveform correlation techniques are quite likely to be associated with the influence of the phase shift and the high level of heterogeneity at the base of the mantle.
The behaviour of the ak135 model is compared with iaspY1, sp6 and iaspY3a in Table 2 . In addition, we include the model ak303 derived during the course of this work which gives a slightly better fit to some of the core phases at the expense of a less good fit to the P K P branches. In Table  2 (a) we compare the misfit measures for each of the 18 phase branches, and in Table 2 (b) we include the range of composite measures introduced in Section 3.1. Table 2 shows clearly the improvement in fit for both major and minor phases achieved in the process of model construction. The iaspY3a model is an improvement on iaspY1, and has achieved an improved result for S compared with sp6. The model sp6 has better fit for each of the composite measures than iaspY1, but the modifications made to produce a k l 3 have made a significant improvement to each of the composite measures and to most of the individual phases, except those reflected at the free surface The differential time behaviour for the P K P branches for model akl35 is displayed in Fig. 6(b) . The change of structure near the inner core boundary has had the effect of ( P P , ss, SP, P 1 P V > . eliminating the tilts in the residual patterns and the mostly in the lower part of the mantle and in a slightly agreement between the predictions from the radial velocity different radius for the inner core. Except for near the profile and the measurements from the digital records is core-mantle boundary and the inner-core boundary, the generally good.
differences between ak135 and sp6 are smaller than Figure 7 displays the models iasp91, iasp93a, ilk303 and 0.02 km s-'. In the lower mantle, the P and S are generally ak135 relative to sp6 so that the differences can be seen. The slightly closer to imp91 than to sp6, but in most of the outer differences between ak303 and ak1-75 are slight and lie core ak135 follows sp6 quite closely. The relatively small Reference Model sp6 6a h / S changes in velocity have, however, markedly improved the level of fit that can be achieved to the empirical traveltimes.
RESOLUTION OF MANTLE A N D CORE S T R U C T U R E
Once we have constructed a model such as ak135, an important question which needs to be answered is the reliability of the proposed structure. To avoid restrictive assumptions based on linearization, we have developed a non-linear procedure to scan a broad range of models around the ak135 reference.
We have established a set of velocity bounds about akl35, for both P and S wavespeeds. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , we have allowed up to k0.02 km s-l variation in the velocities between 760 and 2500km, and have then expanded the bounds in the lowermost mantle to reach ~t0.04 km s-' at the core-mantle boundary. The bounds for the P-wave velocity in the core were also taken as k0.04 km s-'. These bounds are broad enough to encompass the differences between ak135 and the iasp91, sp6 models. For most of the earth the prem model lies within these bounds.
In order to explore the range of suitable models, we have drawn a set of models from a uniform random population, subject to the velocity bound constraints and the requirement that velocity gradients lie within 25 per cent of the value for ak135. With the linear gradient representation for the velocity model, we have used a velocity discretization of 0.009 km s C ' for P and 0.006 km s ' for S. A set of 5000 random models spans the full velocity bounds for both P and S velocities. For each of the 5000 random models, a full representation of the traveltimes was made for all 18 phase branches and then compared with the smoothed empirical times. The misfit measures for all phases were stored for each model. In order t o avoid too restrictive a treatment of structure in the neighbourhood of the ICB, we added 50 models drawn from the search procedure described in the previous section; these models span the range of styles considered and include the iasp91, sp6 and iasp93a models.
Constraints on seismic velocities in the Earth
We then applied the range of composite measures of fit introduced in Section 3.1 to the augmented set of 5050 models of lower mantle and core structure. For each measure of traveltime misfit we extracted the best 100 models based on this particular misfit criterion. A good measure of those aspects of the velocity structure that are favoured by this particular combination of data is provided by a density plot of model count across the top 100 models (see Figs 9-11) .
In Fig. 9 we compare the behaviour based on the measures P l w , S l w which are keyed to the major P or S phases. We have superimposed on the pixel plots the best-fitting model for each fit criterion as a white line. Because the radial node interval is quite fine (-50 km) it is possible to develop somewhat rough structure, especially where model constraints are weak.
For the P l w measure, the best-fitting model came from the model construction sequence. In the mantle the general trend of the best 100 models for P l w is close to the akl35 reference with some tendency to slightly higher velocities. For the core, the weak constraints provided on the upper part of the outer core are in sharp contrast to the model concentration in the zone where P K P is significant: some variety in inner-core structure is apparent. By contrast. the S-wave models that provide the best fit to the S l w measure give a clear preferred trend except in the lower most mantle. O n occasions, the different composite measures of misfit can suggest different styles of structure. In Fig. 10 we compare the results for the measures CPw and CSw based on the core phases. We need to recall that the P waves entering the core d o not sample the top 1000 km, and so the scatter in this range for the CPw measure plot is not surprising. There is a greater constraint for the waves with S legs in the mantle, and so the best models with the CSw measure are more consistent in the outermost core. However, when we look in the middle core, where there should be some resolution from both classes of arrival, we note that the best-fitting models for the CPw measure favour higher velocities than in ak13.5. whereas those for the CSw measure concentrate on slightly lower velocities than in ak135. This example illustrates the complex balance between competing classes of information which have to be reconciled to produce a suitable reference model.
The various measures of fit based on the widest range of phases yield a concentration of model profiles close to the ak135 reference. In Fig. 11 . we display the P and S velocity distributions for measure A2w, which are very similar to those for the A l w and A L w measures. In this case. the best-fitting model is the reference, but for A l w , and A L w somewhat rougher models give a marginally better fit. The combination of core phases with both P and S legs in the mantle has enhanced the main trend in the velocities. hut significant scatter is apparent among the 100 best-fitting Figure 11 . Model density plots for the best 100 models for both P and S wavespecds for the misfit measure A2w.
akl35 models. The model density pictures suggest that there is a possibility that ak1.35 velocities may be a little too low in a thin zone just below the core-mantle boundary for optimum fit t o the smoothed empirical times. Except in the inner core and the D" region, we can constrain the velocities within kO.01 k m s -' for P and S with a reasonable level of confidence.
DISCUSSiON
In the previous section we have seen that the model ak135 is an effective model which provides a good representation of the full set of smoothed empirical traveltimes. The adjustments that have had to be made to the previous body-wave models imp91 and sp6 are not very large, except at the inner-core boundary.
Since the smoothed empirical times were derived using events relocated with the P times for iasp91, we have undertaken a further check on the model. We have re-extracted smoothed empirical times from the selected events after relocation using the ak135 model. The residual patterns are visually indistinguishable from those presented in Fig. 6(a) .
We stress that model akl3.5 is designed to represent the smoothed empirical traveltimes, and so should be very suitable for predicting the arrival times of a wide variety of seismic phases for use in event location or phase association procedures. We have to be cautious about direct interpretation of akl35 as a full representation of seismic velocities in the Earth. Resolution of structure in some zones remains weak, notably at the base of the mantle and in the uppermost core.
The velocity profile for akl35 is presented in Table 3 and a comparison of the model with iuspYI, sp6 and prem is displayed in Fig. 12 . The relative velocities of these models with ak135 as a reference are also displayed in Fig. 8 . There is a close concordance between akl35, imp91 and prem in the middle mantle. In the lower part of the mantle, ak135 is slightly faster than sp6 but slower than imp91 or prem. The velocity gradients in D" for both P and S are low for ak135, but not negative as adopted in sp6. The strong lateral heterogeneity in this region means that, as in the upper mantle, the structure is representative and is consistent with the range of traveltime constraints. However, the ak135 model may well not be consistent with the local properties of D .
The model ak135 has relatively low velocities at the top of the core, but is slightly faster than prem in the middle of the outer core. As we have noted above, the main difference arises near the inner-core boundary, where ak135 has reduced velocity gradients. The range of velocity jumps at the ICB displayed by the various models should cover the apparent variations induced by the presence of anisotropy in the inner core. 
